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Introduction
The manual of the Black Hammer Organization has been prepared to guide all our organization’s work. It reflects our
urgency to get our revolutionary shit done, as we know imperialism is a dying piece of sh*t! This manual shows that
we gotta be pros at organizational professionalism! We gotta be able to work through all this colonial BS we are
faced with every damn day!
We use this manual to help our comrades understand various organizational processes. It’s a training manual that
explains various organizational practices, like collective leadership and the rules of organization discipline.
What the manual is not. The manual is not a binding constitution. It is also not a set of instructions, or a how-to

guide. It is a living document which is subject and submissive to Black Hammer Leadership, not the other way around.
The Organizational Manual will provide every Black Hammer member with a better understanding of how to make
their own way within our organization. It will create avenues for us to solve problems, and promote the resolution of
issues before they can bite us in the ass!
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Principles of Unity
1. We believe the Colonized Proletariat should have dictatorship over our lives, labor, land, and
resources. Understanding that capitalism was born from colonialism and is maintained at the expense of the world’s
Colonized people through genocide, theft, rape and pillage, Black Hammer believes firmly that Colonized Poor and
Working Class people should have complete dictatorship over our lives, labor, land, and resources, to produce and
reproduce for ourselves. This is the only genuine path to an international society where no person lives at the expense
of another.
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2. We believe all Colonized Proletariat are equal; no matter gender, sexuality, age, body type, location,
religion, language, mental/physical differences and/or bi/multiracial identity. The colonial, white power

system is notoriously known for creating divisive, illegitimate labels to have Colonized people fight amongst ourselves
while it continues to exploit us for its own benefit. Black Hammer accepts all Colonized working class people and
believe we are equal. Any action or rhetoric that goes against that notion is an attack on the organization and our
ability to be a liberated people. Period!
3. We believe all the problems the colonized face are from colonialism and the submissive

neocolonialists that are within our colonized nations. Colonialism is responsible for ALL of the misery and

contradictions we as Colonized people face. The comparative wealth and luxuries enjoyed by colonizer communities
throughout the world are a result of our stolen labor and resources being hoarded into their community.
Neocolonialists, from Barack Hussein Obama to the numerous puppets installed in our communities, are our enemies
who carry out the will of their colonial masters. We believe strongly that colonialism and neocolonialism must be
thoroughly destroyed in order to solve the greatest problem to ever burden humankind.
4. We believe that the Colonized Proletariat is the only true proletariat. Only through our leadership can
white power, capitalism, colonialism, imperialism and all its symptomatic offspring be smashed. We

believe that the Colonized Proletariat is the only true proletariat. Only through our leadership can Colonialism and its
symptoms; white power, capitalism, imperialism, racism, classism, patriarchy, homophobia, transphobia, and all its
other symptomatic offsprings, be smashed!
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SECTION 1: Black Hammer meetings and literature
★ The Standard Black Hammer Agenda
The Standard BHO agenda layout is as follows from top to bottom: 1. The Black Hammer Banner, 2. The committee
meeting and the times they have met (Ex. Social Media #34), 3. meeting date, 4. Meeting start time and projected
end time, 5. The call-in number. The meeting must have designated roles: Facilitator, Time keeper, Minutes-Notes
Taker, Political Education

★ Black Hammer Literature
Black Hammer literature is compiled and organized by the PEC Command, and should always be made available
online for all colonized people to access. From our own articles to our favorite anti-colonial communist authors, free
pdfs are available upon request from a Chapter Leader, or Chief.
★ Leaflets / Placards
Black Hammer Leaflets must be designed with a clear purpose with simplicity and accessibility in mind. They must
be double printed on 8.5 by 11 paper, and cut in half for the best economic “bang for your buck” The more you can
communicate through pictures and not words the better. One must be cognizant of what draws the eye, and put the
most pertinent main ideas there. All printed propaganda, like any propaganda produced for BHO must be submitted
for approval.
★ Posters
Posters should be submitted and designed similarly to Leaflets and placards, with the sole exception that they should
be larger. Where more public attention is necessary for printed propaganda, a poster should be used.
★ Press releases
Press releases can be a strategic way to use the colonial media against itself. Start a press release with an

attention-grabbing headline in bold font. Begin the body copy with the date and city that the release is from. Your
lead sentence should be a concise summary of the subject of the release. The rest of the body tells all the important
details of your story: who, what, when, where, why and how. Put the most important information first, followed by
more general information, and don't forget to include your contact information at the end. Contact information
should not put any members or the org in jeopardy.
★ Community Meetings
Community meetings are those between the masses and Black Hammer units or Chapters. Meetings should be made
accessible to as many colonized people as their specific localities allow. Efforts should be made to make meeting
dates, times and schedules known well in advance to give the masses, and BHO membership ample room to prepare
for and attend these meetings. However, these meetings should not be without structure nor should they be seen as
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casual. They are opportunities to not only win the masses to our side, but to forge them to our principles of unity. This
means that they should be scheduled no differently from BHO meetings between membership, with Agendas, Political
Education, and Security being mandatory and planned out in advance. Security information to join meetings like Pin
Numbers, or Access codes should NOT be given out publicly.
★ Public Service Announcements
PSA’s are to be done by Chiefs or at the very least signed off by chiefs if one is speaking to the organization. They
must be reviewed for correct political line, and for clarity. It is just as important that an announcement be seen and
understood by the colonized masses, so public or private platforms with the broadest possible reach should be
secured to distribute these announcements. Due to the nature of these kinds of announcements, they must be
reserved for matters dealing with the safety and security of BHO membership, with the integrity of the organization
as a whole, or with securing the rapid education and unity of membership and of the colonized masses at large.
★ Demonstrations
Demonstrations must be organized by local Chapter leaders, and signed off by Regional Chiefs. Demonstrations are a
direct, and urgent response to material contradictions faced by colonized people of a specified geographic location,
or demographic. This means that they must be tied to an active BHO campaign, or a new campaign must be created
in order for the organization to lay out concrete objectives, and unify around a clear goal. Demonstrations must be
properly propagandized building up to the demonstration and security measures must be laid out in a meeting and a
proper Plan of Action (POA) well beforehand.
★ Kick-backs and Parties
At the local level, it is expected and even sometimes necessary to socialize with other members within BHO outside
of committee meetings. However, the bonds of unity forged between members is one of COMRADERY first, and of
friendship second. BHO is not a club, and while it is important that we like, or even love our fellow members, it is
more important that we be able to trust our Comrades to have our backs in the trenches, where Revolution is made.
★ Guerrilla theater and bold actions
Guerilla Theatre, like a Demonstration, is a form of Propaganda of the deed. Unlike Demonstrations, these do not
require the participation of the masses, rather, they are focused actions involving one or more squads within BHO to
be carried out in public areas. Guerilla Theater is not to be done spontaneously. A plan of action MUST be drawn up
for clarity of all the goals, risks, escape plans, decisions, etc. For example, if a member(s) must go to jail, the other
members should know WHO that is and HOW to organize bail for that comrade. Guerilla Theatre is likewise not a
direct confrontation with the White Supremacist State. It is a more direct means of agitating and educating the poor
and working class colonized masses and politicizing the civilian spaces they occupy.
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SECTION 2: BH is a organization of the Colonized Working Class
We are an organization of fighters
The BHO is an organization of fighters. We will defend our people and our mission by any means necessary. The only
way to achieve our collective liberation is through a principled and organized political revolution, which, because of
the reactionary nature of Colonial White Supremacy, evolves into and supports armed revolutionary struggle.
In order to successfully achieve our goals we must equip ourselves with the tools to defend ourselves, as well as the
tools to deepen the many contradictions which flow from the principle contradiction we call Colonialism. This means
that we must gain and share knowledge of how to use weapons for self-defense as well offence. Weapons can be
anything ranging from the pen to the sword. Regardless of what kind of weapon you choose to defend the revolution
with, choose to fight with your whole heart. Colonialism does not rest so long as there are colonized nations to loot,
colonized nations who will rebel against their collective demise, so too must the Revolutionary seek no rest until the
beating heart of Colonialism is stomped out for good.
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As BHO members it is our responsibility to recognize the duty to defend our people and our mission. We must
recognize that by working in the interest of the colonized working-class we are working against the interests of the
white ruling class which has throughout history violently worked to maintain its power and control.
Perhaps most importantly, as revolutionaries we must struggle fiercely against the enemies within. It is our daily
responsibility not to fall into liberalism around defending our organization from attacks from any source, including
those we have internalized by way of our miseducation under Colonialism. An attack on the Black Hammer
Organization is an attack on a movement that is building for the liberation of colonized people. It is an attack on the
people's best interest. This means that we must always be sharpening our organization’s principles, its dignity,
actions and or reputation, as seriously as we would sharpen a blade.
The Black Hammer Organization’s Revolutionary Code of Self-Confidence
As revolutionaries it is important to understand that colonialism teaches us to hold our head down. This is a strategy
of psychological breakdown that the settler uses to keep colonized people from organizing to defeat their parasitic
system. It is our duty to show the people that confidence in our own theories, and organizing abilities will not go
without reward. As revolutionaries we must learn to have an unending faith in the masses. For it is only through unity
and confidence in the masses of colonized people that we will be able to lead a successful political revolution.
Revolutionary confidence does not mean to look down on the masses of people who have yet to be revolutionised. To
be a revolutionary is to always work to meet someone where they are at. All great revolutionaries must have the
confidence to struggle with the people and their comrades alike. Doing revolutionary work builds confidence in one's
capabilities as a revolutionary, in the power of political struggle, and in the people's ability to have dictatorship over
their own lives and resources. This confidence is necessary for as revolutionaries our role is and will be to lead the
masses toward liberation through principled unity and strategic organization.
The Black Hammer Organization Principles of Organizing
As representatives it is important to have a professional and easy going approach to outreach. If you are too rigid and
confrontational you will turn the very people you're trying to reach away from your message. That is why when
engaging the masses during outreach we expect members to abide by the below listed guidelines in an attempt to
make outreach go as smoothly as possible.
1.

We unite to not antagonize our colonized family in discussion when trying to win them to political unity.
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2. We unite to listen to the community and the masses. As revolutionaries this is the people who we serve.
Therefore we must not only accept, but embrace their criticism, opinions and thoughts on our work.
3. We unite to always defending the leadership of all colonized poor and working class people including but not
limited to men or women or heterosexual or gender/sexuality non-conforming people in our organization and
in the liberation movement.
Outreach & Organizing Talking Points
Outreach is the bread and butter of any unit or
chapter of BH. Outreach is where we meet th people
where they at, and bring them the political education
needed to understand white power as the enemy, and
the strategy to overturn this contradiction.
Local Units is expected to organize outreach trips so
that they can meet the people and show them the
Revolutionary work that the organization is putting in.
By bringing the propaganda, the politics and the
strategy to the people, we are working to unite them
with our collective interests in ending colonialism,
capitalism and imperialism.
In order to facilitate outreach trips basic necessities are required. For example Outreach trips require Black Hammer
propaganda, Black Hammer campaigns, flyers sign-up sheets, to name a few.
All outreach plans are to be organized and united upon by the Local Organization Committee and/or Local Unit.
Outreach plan templates can be used and submitted to the leadership of these sectors in order to facilitate the
process of selecting outreach events and locations to organize around.
Talking points of any outreach trip consists of the BHO mission statement, the Black Hammer Organization Principles
of Unity and the campaigns and initiatives that the Black Hammer Organization is currently involved in. These three
talking points provide the basis for any conversation about the organization whether on an outreach trip or in daily
life. So, in memorizing the mission statement and the Principles of Unity, one prepares an excellent foundation to
begin discussing what our organization does and what our organization aims to achieve.
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Currently Black Hammer is working on two major campaigns. The #ProtectOurGirls Campaign, and the

#BrandonSurvived campaign. Both of these are petion based campaigns.This means one of the main objectives of any
BH unit or chapter should be to raise signatures and therefore awareness around these campaigns. Outreach is not

only based on the campaigns that the organization is working on, it should also be conducted based on the needs and
the struggles that YOU see in YOUR community.
Necessary Outreach documents :
★ Outreach request template
★ Sign up sheet

★ “Sign up to the BH” flyer
★ Petition Sheet for Signatures

SECTION 3: Joining the Black Hammer Organization
Who to recruit:
Black Hammer is an organization made up of poor and working class colonized people (i.e. African, indigenous to the
Americas, non white, etc.) This means that when recruiting, we must be mindful of the deprived communities that
house our people and seek to engage those neighborhoods and communities. Under NO circumstances can a white
person join Black Hammer. White settlers can only turn over skills and resources such as by paying reparations to the
organization or accomplishing tasks given to them.
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The application process for The Black Hammer
A Comrade can sign up to become a member of the Black Hammer organization by going on the Black Hammer
website and selecting to join. This does not automatically guarantee membership. A membership committee member
will respond to the Comrades’ request to join the organization within 48 hours of their sign up. A security photo is
requested as well as any additional information needed from the Comrade that verifies that the potential member is
in fact colonized. After this has been verified, the Comrade’s application may be preliminarily approved until the
Comrade successfully moves through the probationary period.
Probationary membership in the Black Hammer
After a Comrade is preliminarily approved for membership in the organization, they will be assigned to a Black
Hammer Mentor. The mentor will serve in the committee that the new Comrade works to assist with acclimating
them to the work and also to expose them to revolutionary principles that help the Comrade understand the political
line of the organization and the reason for the work. This period will be monitored by the mentor, the Comrade’s
direct leadership, and a membership committee member. This period can last a minimum of three months and a
maximum of 6 months. If it is determined that the Comrade is not ready to graduate from the probationary stage of
membership to a permanent stage of membership, an extension may be granted documenting the reason the
extension is needed. This may include, for example, a need to provide additional political education, a demonstration
of being able to carry out assigned action items in assigned committee, etc.
Who can be a mentor
A Black Hammer member can become a member after serving on a committee or in a chapter for at least 6 months.
Black Hammer mentors will be appointed by Black Hammer Chiefs. Also, a Black Hammer Chapter Unit leader may
nominate a potential mentor, but it must be approved by the appropriate Black Hammer Regional or National Chief. A
Black Hammer mentor is a Comrade who serves as an example of a responsible, committed force who not only
completes action items, but resists liberalism in their work, who raises criticisms when they are needed, who
accepts responsibility and give self criticisms when necessary, and who demonstrates a love for the colonized
community. Each committee/ department within the organization should have at least one Black Hammer mentor to
help take on new members as they join the organization. Each chapter should also have at least one mentor.
Membership dues
Membership dues are necessary to pay for the services and ongoing needs of the organization. It is our job as the
colonized community to support our own organization with financial resources as much as possible to carry out the
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principle of self-determination. Dues are as low as $5 per month or as much as $100 per month, but there is no
difference in what a Comrade who pays $100/ month and a Comrade who pays $5/ month receives as far as
membership. There is also room for recruits who cannot pay the fee, as long as they notify the Regional Chief of
Membership upon joining. Dues are automatically deducted through the Pay Pal application, unless a member
provides an alternative way to pay, such as Cash App or Go Fund Me. If these other alternatives are used, you must
notify your local Organizer for Membership to show that you have paid your dues (i.e. screenshot of your cash app
payment receipt). If you stop paying your dues or are unable to start paying dues due to financial hardship, you must
let the membership committee know, so they can note that on your membership file. If the Comrade is not active (in
a committee or a chapter) and is not in a position to pay dues, then the membership can be placed on hold or will be
terminated until they sign up again for membership.
The Black Hammer organizational structure:
Local Unit (LU) - Made up of no less than 3 individuals which must include a Unit Leader, Unit Secretary, Unit Leader
of Membership and Recruitment. Other office positions include: Unit Leader of Agitation and Propaganda and Unit
Leader of Economic Development and Finance
Local Chapter - Made up of Chapter Committee (CC), Chapter Leader and all citywide BHO LUs.
Regional Committee- Made up of the Regional Committee Officers, a Regional Chief of the National Chief Committee
(NCC) and all Local Chapters within the given region.
The International Organization Congress - Made up of The Internnational Chief Committee (ICC) and all BHO
membership.
Core departments & responsibilities
Role:

Responsibilities:

Unit Leader

❖ Head of Political Education at the unit level
❖ Day to day functions of unit
❖ Reports to Local Organization Committee

Unit Secretary

❖ Second-in-Command to Unit Leader
❖ Day to day correspondence with unit members
❖ Following up with action items

Unit Leader of AgitProp

❖ Submitting all social media propaganda
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requests to Lead Organizer for Agitprop
Unit Leader of Membership & Recruitment

❖ Processing new recruits

Unit Leader of Economic Development and Finances

❖ Distribution of resources acquired by BH
❖ Fundraising at the unit level

Local Chapter
Chapter Leader

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Staff Secretary

❖ Second-in-Command to Chapter Leader
❖ Day to day correspondence with Chapter
members
❖ Following up with action items
❖ Responsible for all secure information at the
local level (i.e personal, contact, and sensitive
information)
❖

Organizer for AgitProp

❖ Submitting all social media propaganda
requests to Regional Coordinator of Agitprop
❖ Attendance to all National Agitprop committee
meetings

Organizer for Mem&Rec

❖ Intake for new recruits
❖ Tracking membership participation
❖ Maintaining integrity of Chapter
Membership list

Organizer for Econ/Fin

❖ Distribution of resources acquired by Black
Hammer to all local units
❖ Fundraising at the Chapter level
❖ Access to secure Chapter financial reports
❖ Managing all Chapter financial platforms

Organizer for Data & Analytics

❖ Archiving analytics across local events
❖ Keeping records of Chapter membership
growth

Regional Committee Officers

Head of Political Education at the Local Level
Day to day functions of Chapter
Reports to Local Organization Committee
Coordinating Chapter Meetings and agendas
Responsible for all secure information at the
Local level (I.e personal, contact, and sensitive
information)
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Regional Chief

❖
❖
❖
❖

Head of Political Ed. at the Regional Level
Day to day functions of Region
Reports to National Chief Committee
Coordinating Regional Meetings and
agendas in communication with Chief of Staff
❖ Coordinating Regional Conference every
three months
❖ Responsible for all secure information at the
National Level

Chief of Staff

❖ Second-in-Command to Regional Chief
❖ Day to day coordination of Regional Chapters
❖ Responsible for all secure information at the
Regional Level

Regional Secretary

❖ Attendance at all Regional Committee
meetings. Taking notes, and following up with
action items
❖ Correspondence between Regional Committee
Officers
❖ Responsible for all secure information at the
Regional Level
❖ Correspondence between all Chapter
membership and Chiefs

Regional Coordinator of AgitProp

❖ Ensuring that propaganda requests for each
Chapter are completed
❖ Liaison between all Chapter Organizers of
AgitProp
❖ Access to Admin roles for Social Media
platforms

Regional Coordinator of Econ&Fin

❖ Distribution of resources acquired by Black
Hammer to all Regional Chapters
❖ Coordinating fundraising efforts across all
Regional Chapters
❖ Access to secure Regional financial reports
❖ Managing all Regional financial platforms

Regional Coordinator of Mem&Rec

❖ Receiving all new membership information,
and distributing to appropriate Chapters.
❖ Handling all nominations for ranking
❖ Maintain integrity of Regional Membership List

Regional Coordinator of Data & Analytics

❖ Archiving analytics across all social media
platforms
❖ Keeping records of membership growth
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International Chief Committee Officers
Commander-in-Chief

❖ Chief representative of the organization
❖ Presides over the meetings of the International
Chief Committee aka ICC
❖ Supervises, controls and manages the ICC and
all elected and selected office bearers in the
performance of their duties and exercise of
their powers
❖ Ensures and supervises the implementation of
the Organization’s vision, mandates, Political
Education and or conference resolutions
❖ Promotes and advances the goals, policies and
vision of the organization
❖ Takes decisions in the best interests of the
organization, w
 ith such decisions in due course
being subject to ratification by the ICC or
Organization’s Membership Body

Secretary General

❖ Second-in-Command to Commander-in-Chief
❖ Responsible for the day-to-day administration
of the entire organization
❖ Keeps an up-to-date register of all members,
structures and committees
❖ Produces and archives and records

International Chief of Economic Development

❖ Highest Rank in Econ/Finance Body
❖ Distribution of resources acquired by all Black
Hammer Campaigns
❖ Coordinating all Fundraising efforts
❖ Access to all financial platforms

International Chief of Agit&Prop

❖ Highest Rank in AgitProp body.
❖ Overseas all Propaganda and manages all
media and educational content
❖ Creates and upholds the image of the
Organization
❖ Generates and Sustains the culture of the
Organization
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International Chief of Membership & Recruitment

❖ Leads the recruitment and retention through
membership department.
❖ Develops the Plan of Action for recruitment
❖ Secures the dues payments
❖ Build and leads on the ground building

International Chief of Campaigns & Organization

❖ Turns the needs, wants, and anger of the
people into a material force
❖ Leads work around battling state sanctioned
violence
❖ Leads work around battling the violence of
poverty
❖ Leads work around Disaster Relief
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SECTION 4: Performance & Evaluation
Overview
We felt it necessary to create an award program because in the battle for our freedom every victory deserves
recognition. One of our first victories in this revolutionary battle is that of the mind. It is a revolutionary rite of
passage, to escape the grasps of the colonized mentality, and to go from “citizen” of the occupying state to REBEL
against the occupying state. We want to recognize those individuals who have made this transition. They have
entrusted us with their most valuable resource, themselves; taking up our mission and values as their own and
displaying exemplary revolutionary spirit. We understand that while it will take the power of the collective to win
this war, it will take the strength and courage of the individual to power the collective. As colonized people, there
are few things in our lives that we have to celebrate. We hope that the REBEL award will boost morale, incentivize
revolutionary efforts, encourage membership, and also retain membership. We want to celebrate our REBELs.
Eligibility & qualifications for nominations
All comrades are eligible to be nominated except the Chiefs. Those serving on the Recognition Team would be
prohibited from voting on this award. Nominees must be a member of Black Hammer actively serving within a Black
Hammer Local Unit wherever they’re located. Nominees must not be on any type of probation or have received any
written disciplinary actions within one year of the nomination deadline. All nominations are to be submitted to
appropriate leadership to be reviewed and approved by the NCC.
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Rank

Eligibility

Recruit

1- 2 months in organization
●
●

Rebel

Demonstrated understanding and adherence of BHO rules, code of
conduct and Principles of Unity.
Demonstrated understanding of membership training
3- 6 months in org

●
●
Revolutionary Leader

Mastery of local unit responsibility
Consistent attendance at chapter meetings and completion of action
items in Local Unit
6 - 8 months in org

●
●
Chief

Mastery of Local Organization responsibility
Consistent political development and communication within BHO
At least 8 Months in org

●

Mastery of Regional Responsibilities
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SECTION 5: Code of conduct & disciplinary measures
BH Rules of Organizational Discipline
1.

We unite around the principles of democratic centralism, where all participants are encouraged to
participate in struggle and to give input in decision making, but where decisions made by organizational
Leadership are final and non-negotiable. The fiercest weapon poor and working class colonized people have
is organization, and unity is essential to maintain organizational structure. Deviation from the principles of
Democratic Centralism, or from the National Chain of Command is grounds for immediate termination.

2. We unite around strict Plans of Action (POAs). No project, regardless of size, should be taken on without first
completing a written POA to guarantee objective, scientific measurements and results of labor.
3. We unite around collectivization. Liberalism focuses on the individual, and what they secure for themself.
BHO is a collective undertaking, meaning that the labor of the individual member must be collectivized to
magnify the results of that labor, and to hold each member accountable for the work.
Discipline Policy
BHO upholds that no member(s) is free from disciplinary action, up to and including the Commander-in-Chief of
Black Hammer. Those who do not follow organizational protocol, who fail to combat their own Liberalism, who fail to
uphold their office, complete action items, or attend meetings, all these are subject to disciplinary measures.
Disciplinary measures are dependent upon the severity of the Comrade’s error, but are necessary to ensure that the
BH Rules of Organization are internalized and carried out. Application of these measures should be documented.
Violence Policy
We have a zero tolerance policy for horizontal violence. We consider harassment: coercion, gaslighting, blackmailing,
manipulation, etc. as forms of violence. Any and all verified grievance claims or charges that are submitted against a
member of the organization are grounds for immediate termination.
Harassment Prevention Policy
The BHO takes harassment of any form very seriously. We have set a strict precedence of no tolerance for using the
organization as a means to prey upon fellow colonized people, or interfere with their bodily autonomy. Members
experiencing harassment are encouraged to submit a written grievance to the National Grievance Committee,
whereby immediate action will be taken to correct the contradiction within 48 hours. Any and all verified grievance
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claims or charges that are submitted against a member of the organization will result in immediate disciplinary
action including, but not limited to: written self-criticism, loss of title, suspension from BHO, and termination
Drug and Alcohol Policy
We’re revolutionaries, not nuns. So long as your conduct and responsibilities are maintained, a drink or hittin’ that
leaf is fine. However, abuses of alcohol and other substances is seen as an objective security risk, both to individual
members, to their Comrades who rely on them for survival, and to the integrity of the entire organization. Substance
abuse is a grave Colonial contradiction, and must be struggled against to be overturned.
The only enemy that poses a bigger threat to the Revolutionary than the external one, is the internalized enemy
within us, inherited from a life under the Colonial regime. Under such circumstances, individuals abusing drugs
and/or alcohol will be placed under suspension, or even termination depending on the severity of substance abuse.
Fraternizing Policy
Members are welcome and encouraged to fraternize with their comrades, to know the people you will be in the
trenches with. We encourage members to remind themselves and each other, no matter what individual subjective
relationships they form with each other, revolution for the liberation of the people is their true source of unity.
If members choose to engage in romantic behavior (talk, sex, dating, etc.) the involved members’ first immediate
mutual leadership should be notified. We are fully aware we all grown. We are also fully aware how colonial power
dynamics of age, nation, wealth, ability, gender, sexuality etc. can and do play out in our relationships -- romantic or
otherwise. Leadership does not need to peep every interpersonal contradiction between romantically involved
comrades; however, when leadership is aware that there is more than just a comradely relationship taking place, we
can avoid such interpersonal contradictions festering mysteriously into contradictions that interrupt our work.
Sexual Misconduct
We have a zero tolerance policy for sexual violence. Non-consensual exploitation of another human being for one’s
own pleasure is at the very root of colonial violence. Any and all verified grievance claims or charges that are
submitted against a member of the organization are grounds for immediate termination. We are dialectical
materialists. We arrive at conclusions about reality based on thorough investigation, not people’s identities. We fight
to build a new world based in free, consensual love.
Verbal, Written Disciplinary Reprimand
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Small infractions of organizational rules will result in no less than a verbal or written criticism by Leadership.
Infractions involving units, Chapters, or Committees as a whole will require a more in depth criticism, and collective
participation of all parties done harm by the infraction.
Public criticism
BHO maintains the right to make, or publish public criticism against members who violate the BHO Code of Conduct.
This is done to ensure transparency with the masses, and to keep Comrades accountable to them.
Public censure
Members who violate the Code of Conduct may also be removed from any and all BHO public platforms. Comrades
are not entitled to their administrative, or creative roles provided by the organization if they do not uphold the
integrity of the organization as a whole.
Removal from positions of authority
The offices within BHO take priority over individuals who uphold those offices. Any member which fails to uphold the
responsibilities of their office will be removed from their positions of authority, including Commander-in-Chief
Suspension
Members who show grave, or repeated infractions, those who are under-performing in Political Development over
their probationary period, or those who fail to uphold their responsibilities and offices are liable for Suspension from
BHO. The length of suspension is dependent on the severity of the infraction.
Expulsion
In extreme cases, BHO maintains the right to expel members from its ranks. Members who have been terminated will
be banned from participating or joining any and all meetings organized by BHO, as well as any and all affiliated
groups both online and offline.
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SECTION 6: Grievance Procedures
General provisions of the grievance procedure
Where principled struggle within the organization has
been made and unresolved, if a member feels as
though the contradiction has deepend to the degree
where they, or another member, are put at risk they
may then file a grievance before the contradiction
escalates. All grievances are to be submitted in
writing to the Grievance Committee. Written
submissions should be done though email to the main
body of the GC. Texts, letters, and private messages
through Social Media to members of the Grievance
Committee are considered acceptable forms of
beginning a grievance submission, however, members
choosing to begin the process through these informal methods will be asked to submit an email afterwards.
Send to: grievances@blackhammer.org
What types of grievances by members can go to the Grievance Committee?
There are two types of grievances a member can bring forward: those against individual members and those against
organizational procedures. The first type specifies a Black Hammer member(s) that has violated the rights and/or
freedoms of another member. The second type specifies a part of Black Hammer’s organizational structure which the
plaintiff finds to put themself or other members in jeopardy.
Note, that a grievance differs from principled struggle in two main ways: Safety and Privacy. Where principled
struggle breaks down and a contradiction escalates where it interferes with the physical/mental autonomy of an
individual member, this becomes a safety concern. Where anonymity of a member is essential to maintain their
safety when resolving a contradiction, this becomes a privacy issue.
An interview of the member filing the grievance may be scheduled, assuming it does not interfere with safe and
timely action on the part of Black Hammer Leadership to overturn the contradiction within the organization.
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Also note that struggles with mental illness are very real, and qualify as an individual grievance. The comrades who
need mental health services should coordinate with Black Hammer’s resident therapist, comrade Kristina, via email
kristinar89@gmail.com You would expect a first message within 24- 48hrs to coordinate a time that works for both
parties! She will be offering sessions (CashApp/Venmo accepted)
30 mins for $0.00 (Payment on a volunteer basis)
60 mins for $30.00
When can a grievance be filed?
A written complaint may be submitted at any time. Action will be taken by Organizational Leadership pending review
of the emailed written submission, and recommendations made by the Grievance Committee. Members who file a
grievance will be designated a point of contact within the Committee, and will be notified that their grievance has
been received no later than 24 hours after submission.
What is the Grievance Committee?
The Grievance Committee (GC) is the standing body of the Black Hammer Organization responsible for reviewing all
incoming grievances, as well as making recommendations for disciplinary action to be carried out by Organizational
Leadership. The GC operates at a national level in order to coordinate formal grievance procedures throughout the
entire organization. Regional committees may be formed where necessary demand and adequate labor-power allow,
however these would qualify as subcommittees which follow protocols set and maintained by the national committee.
The structure of the Grievance Committee
The main body of the GC is headed by no less than three chair positions: Committee Chief, Secretary General, and
Head of Security. Each of these chair positions is voted on by the GC at large. Elected officials in the GC must report
on all activity within the Committee, both to members currently involved in a Grievance Procedure, as well as to
Organizational Leadership. All other members of the committee serve as supplementary roles which are subordinate
to these three main committee chairs.
The structure of the GC is as follows:
Committee Chief
|

|

Secretary General
\

Head of Security
/

Supplementary roles
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The GC, like the rest of the Black Hammer Organization, follows the Principles of Democratic Centralism. This means
that the National Organization Congress (NOC), the main body of the rank-and-file membership, is the highest
decision-making body of the BHO. As such, the NOC has final decision over the recommendations made within the GC,
as well as any decisions made thereby.
The GC will refer to the BHO code of conduct for any and all violations of core values, including to the Principles of
Unity, which are considered grounds for expulsion without exception. In such cases, BHO cadre have final say over the
expulsion of individual members from BHO.
Grievance Committee rules of procedures and meeting decorum
1.

Submit all written grievances to the GC Leadership immediately for review. Designated points of contact to
reach out for communication no later than 24 hours upon receiving a grievance.

2. The GC Leadership, and at least 60% of the Committee at large, must meet within 48 hours of receiving a
submission. Where less than 6 members of the committee exist, GC Leadership is considered adequate
attendance of a meeting.
3. To ensure rapid action is taken to overturn the contradiction(s), GC recommendations and disciplinary action
are expected to be written up and submitted to Organizational Leadership directly after meetings are
adjourned. GC Leadership reserves the right to request an extension of the grievance procedure, granted
they unite to extend the procedure during their meeting.
4. Final decisions are arrived at through Democratic Centralism, whereby decisions reached by voting
processes are binding upon all members of the party.
5. The GC is expected to meet monthly, even if no grievance submissions are in review.
Records retention and disposition
The GC holds the right to retain all written submissions and documents received during procedural review. This is
done to maintain a documented history of internal conflicts and contradictions within the Black Hammer
Organization to ensure transparency to NOC as whole, and to the colonized masses who the organization serves.
Individual names and details may be redacted for the sake of security for members mentioned in these documents.
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Section 7: Miscellaneous Guidelines
Arrest Protocol
Due to the reactoinary nature of the Colonial State, which includes the White Supremacist Prison Industrial Complex,
some Comrades may find themselves in direct conflict with the pigs. Preparation for this possibility is essential, and
so is the need to remain absolutely calm. Should a Comrade find themselves under arrest by the pigs, they should
follow the script provided to the absolute letter:

★ “Why am I under arrest?”
★ “I demand to speak to my lawyer!”
These are the ONLY questions and responses you should be giving to any pig while under arrest. During an arrest the
pigs will look for any excuse to murder you. Do not give them the satisfaction. As a revolutionary, your ability to unite
the people while alive is always more potent than your ability to do so as a martyr. The request to speak with a
lawyer is your most important response. This is what will allow you to contact your local, or national leadership.
What are Comrades to say once they contact Leadership? They should immediately communicate three things
1.

Your location

2. health status
3. Your charges
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Once you communicate this try and give your leadership as much important information about the arrest as possible:
time of arrest, arrest location, possible witnesses. Again, the most important part of these preparations is that you
remain calm!
Detention Protocol
It should go without saying that BHO does not support adventurism, or bravado that puts Comrades in direct
confrontation with the State. That being said, this is the United Snakes of Amerikkka, the seat of Global White
Supremacy, where even innocent civilians are locked up without warning. Yet, even behind walls we do not stop being
Revolutionaries.
In the event that you are detained by the pigs, the most important thing is to remain calm. You must prepare yourself
emotionally to avoid caving in to pressure from the pigs. Even in prison, a revolutionary can still actively engage their
minds and bodies. Comrades should create a Program of Political Education for themselves while in detention, as well
as one for Recreation. Prison is first and foremost an institution built to isolate and break colonized people, physically
and psychologically, so it’s of the utmost importance to remain engaged with your Comrades inside and outside, and
with your own political education, while BHO works to get you out of Detention. Colonial contradictions still exist, in
fact are magnified, inside of the incarceration system, and these are struggles that can be united around with other
Comrades on the inside.
And this should go without saying: do not, under any circumstances, talk to the pigs. Take mental notes of names and
abuses to be compiled in court during your trial. It is important to stay in contact with your support network within
regional BHO Leadership, and any possible Local Units at this time.
Borrowing Black Hammer equipment
In order to borrow any Black Hammer equipment an official request must be submitted to leadership which should
include information such as your name, residential address, phone number, and how long you will be borrowing the
equipment. BHO reserves the right to deny any requests to borrow any property. All equipment should be used for the
express purpose of carrying out BHO official business. Failure to do so will lead to disciplinary measures up to and
including termination.
Appearance and personal hygiene
As individual members of BHO, we are representatives of the organization as a whole, and must maintain a rigorous
standard of personal hygiene and grooming. Yes, the images of bearded guerillas like Che Guevara are known and
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beloved by many, but even Comrades in the bush carried with them nail clippers and bars of soap. That being said,
there are hundreds of nations worth of colonized people, so to expect a uniformity of dress or appearance is
ridiculous. It was Africans who introduced Colonizers to soap….we only ask that you use it.
Personal hygiene is most of all about health! The Comrade who does not maintain strict hygiene standards is one who
puts their personal health and well being to the wayside. We are up against the largest and most vicious global
regime that history has yet produced. Staying free of germs, and keeping your body and immune system well
functioning is the first step in combating this regime.
Address, email and phone number
Members are required to provide this information upon signing up to join. We understand that some houseless
individuals, or recruits who cannot afford phones cannot provide this information. In this case, as much information
as is required to maintain regular contact is fine, so long as these recruits explain their situation up front when
signing up to join through the website. Billions of colonized people on Earth don’t have access to a wifi connection.
We’ll make something work.
Emergency contact information
All Black Hammer members are requested to submit an emergency contact when they first apply. If you have not
done this or your emergency contact has changed please contact a local or national membership representative.
Volunteers
People within the colonized masses at large are more than welcome to volunteer their time, labor, and skills to help
build BHO. The only restrictions are that volunteers are not allowed to make decisions within the organization, or
receive special attention or benefits apart from the rest of the masses. On a strict basis of the BHO “No Colonizers,
No Exceptions” policy, White Settlers may only offer reparations or share our propaganda as a means of volunteering.
Transfer
Members are encouraged to transfer between departments if they feel their skill set would be better used elsewhere.
In order to formally transfer, a member must submit a transfer request to their leadership, as well as to the
leadership of the department they are seeking to transfer to. This written request must outline the unfinished scope
of work in the department they are leaving, and the plan to resolve these contradictions/empty office positions.
Land Back comrades! When asking a comrade if they'd unite to serving in a role under your leadership, make sure to
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follow the org's process:
1.

Ask the comrade what chapter they're in and if they have any roles in the chapter or region, as well as if
they're in any committees and if so what their roles are.

2. Check in with the leadership of that chapter or region, and the committee, to ask if they unite to the
comrade serving in an additional role in the org.
3. Only once you have their other leadership's unity should you reach out to the comrade to see if they'd like to
unite to the role you’re offering.
By following this process, we ensure democratic centralism is being adhered to and we also make sure our comrades
don't take on too many roles. By doing this we ensure our work is at its strongest for the liberation of our people and
#LandBACK!
If you have any questions about this process make sure to ask your leadership. Land Back!

Disaster Relief Protocol
Leaves of absence
Every member of BHO is guaranteed the right to two
months scheduled leave of absence from the
organization per year. These months may be spaced
out, so long as they are scheduled at least 30 days in
advance. Any leave of absence taken that has not
been scheduled prior to leaving will be seen as a
member abandoning their duties to the organization
and will result in immediate disciplinary action, up to
and including termination.
BHO refers all recommendations, actions, and POAs to the Disaster Relief Committee.
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SECTION 8: Seperation
Resignation
Membership to Black Hammer Organization (BHO) is strictly voluntary, therefore any member(s) that seeks to submit
a principled letter of resignation to their Leadership, be it Local, Regional, or International, is free to do so at any
time. Principled resignation entails that a member in good standing with BHO completes all assigned action items,
and secures interim members to act in place of any and all titles that will be left vacant after resignation. As a part
of the organization, all members are entitled to two (2) months scheduled separation from the organization without
penalty, and may use this time as an alternative to permanent resignation from the organization.
Expulsions
BHO reserves the right to terminate individual membership, without prior notice, for violations including, but not
limited to: violation of the Black Hammer Constitution, violation of the Principles of Unity, violating the freedoms and
safety of another individual(s) within the organization, jeopardizing the security of the Organization as a whole, or the
subcommittees therein. Termination is immediate, and non-negotiable. Members who’ve been terminated will be
banned from participating in any and all meetings, as well as any and all affiliated groups both online and offline.
Note, termination does not automatically disqualify expelled members from receiving aid from the BHO, as the
organization exists to serve all colonized people. However, BHO reserves the right to withhold contact or service from
members determined to pose a security risk to the organization, or any of its individual members. Members who have
been expelled, who have been determined to pose no risks to security, may be eligible to re-apply to BHO.
Death
Individual members who die in the line of duty, for whatever reason, legal or non-legal, are entitled to honorable
recognition from Black Hammer Organization (BHO) International, as well as a reserve fund that will be distributed to
dependents of that member upon their death. Dependents include, but are not limited to: spouses, children up to the
age of seventeen, loved ones and relatives under their physical or financial care, or the elderly. Amount and
distribution of reserve funds are to be determined by BHO at time of death.
BHO reserves the right to disqualify certain deceased members from honorable recognition and/or the distribution of
funding to dependents. Any deceased considered not members in good standing for whatever reason revoke their
right to honorable recognition and distribution of funds to dependents.
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Exit interview
Part of the resignation and/or termination process may or may not include an interview to be completed after full
departure from BHO. Exit Interviews are strictly voluntary, although members wishing to leave the organization may
need to submit a completed exit interview to be considered members in good standing, and therefore entitled to
certain rights and privileges after departure. Members in good standing are expected to fill out and submit an exit
interview no more than two weeks after resignation and/or termination.
Eligibility to Reapply
Individuals who wish to re-apply for membership can do so at any time, granted they were considered members in
good standing upon leaving BHO, and still unite with the Principles of Unity, and Constitution. The Re-application
process must be submitted through the Grievance Committee, and is pending upon review and unity by Leadership.
Return of BH property
Members who leave the organization for whatever reason, including upon their death, will also be required to return
all BHO property, including but not limited to: physical equipment, land or housing rights, clothing, documents, funds.
Members are expected to designate an individual(s) to return BHO property in their place should that member be
unable to return it for whatever reason.
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SECTION 9: Security
Cyber Security
Security is a top priority for Leadership in BHO, and should be so for general membership as well. This is also true
when moving in online spaces. It is expected that all recruits familiarize themselves with the basic tools to maintain
absolute safety and integrity of personal and organizational information while online. This includes such measures as
downloading a VPN for your personal computer, getting an encrypted email, downloading and sending messages
through Signal Chat, and removing all personal information, such as legal name, address, and phone number, from the
internet. Cyber security also extends to all BHO meetings and interactions with the public that happen through use of
an app or social media account. Members should guard against giving out ANY BHO info or documents without prior
authorization from a Chapter Leader or Regional Chief. While such additional steps to using the internet are
inconvenient, this is a small price to pay to avoid State surveillance, or dangerous actors online.
Event Security
All BHO events, whether public or private, should specify an in-depth security plan put in place, which must be
reviewed and memorized by all members involved in organizing and attending the event. Security plans should be
included in all POAs, and discussed with Leadership. Do not take security for granted. Though we maintain legal
means to organizing our people, we understand that Comrades like Martin Luther King, Malcom X, and Fred Hampton
did the same, but were targeted and assassinated by the pigs none the less.
Meeting Protocol
BHO meetings are some of the most important structures within the organization. BHO is unique in that we are an
open and transparent organization, but this does not mean that we are lax in our standards of self-defense, even
during official meetings. Standard protocol for ALL meetings involve: 1. Meeting agendas being sent out through Blind
Carbon Copies (BCC) over email, encrypted if possible, 2. Call-in information for all general meetings is not to be

provided publicly, 3. Pin Numbers are given to members only (though certain non-members can join calls with the pin
granted that all Committee Leadership unite), and the only for appropriate committees, 4. All meetings must have
one facilitator, who is also responsible for monitoring who enters and exits phone and video conferences, 5.

Attendance must be recorded for every meeting, members in the call who do not announce themselves, or unknown
phone numbers will be ejected from the meeting, 6. Absolutely NO sensitive information should be discussed over a
recorded or un-encrypted line of communication.
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Outreach Security
One of the main jobs of any revolutionary is to recruit or to multiply themselves. The more people you recruit, the
more people power we have. The more people power we have, the more power we can strike with! This in itself is a
safety measure. But on its own this is not enough to ensure concrete, objective security measures.
Some guidelines when doing community outreach:
1.

Never do outreach alone, for any reason. Always travel in groups with at least two other members, and
always make sure you keep Comrades within your line of vision.

2. Do not look for confrontations with the pigs, or with the general public.
3. Do not leave an outreach event with people you did not arrive with.
4. Stick to well lit, public spaces like sidewalks, parks, trusted neighborhood vendors.
5. Always have a back up plan, should the situation become dangerous. Have an exit strategy, a meet up
location, a method of self-defense, or something to ensure your physical well being when shit hits the fan!
Household Security
Ask yourself, is my home as secure as I think it is? Familiarity with a space, especially one's home, may lead to a
relaxed standard of routine security checks, and a general culture of militant observation of one's environment. While
your home might be a personal, even comforting space for, it is important to remember that no individual property,
no matter how beloved or sacred, is absolutely safe under Colonialism. Revolutionaries may be surveilled, harassed,
even attacked in their homes. It might be the pigs sneaking through your personal belongings while you’re out at
work, or the threat of a reactionary neighbor. One must take necessary steps to become intimately familiar with the
physical space and arrangement of belongings, daily routines, and surrounding environment to be on the look out for
anything out of place.
Some strong measures to put in place in the homes
❖ Keep a well organized and tidy house. Know where you keep your belongings, and trust your intuitions when
certain objects are moved, or rearranged.
❖ Change up your path of travel when leaving/returning to your house. Make yourself a hard target to follow.
❖ Do not store sensitive information out in the open. If you absolutely must write down private information like
Passwords, keep it in a location only you can access. A safe, or a hidden compartment are good options.
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